
Summer 2023
Week Three Class Descriptions

African Animals- This drawing and painting class will explore the beautiful surroundings of
Africa with all of its wonder and amazing wildlife! Lion, Zebra, Giraffe, and more: African animals
are unique and we’ll draw and paint these amazing critters together.

Anime Animals - Draw unique animals in the style of Japanese Anime cartooning.  Your
characters will be one of a kind!

Best Friends in Clay: Take an adventure in art creating our doggy friends in clay and painting
in underglazes. Clay sculptures will be kiln fired.

Cartooning Skills- Go Cartoon Crazy with Mr Doug! Cartooning is usually reserved for
Saturdays, but you are in for a treat this summer with an entire week of cartoon fun.  Avengers,
Minecraft, Pokemon- we’ve got it all!

Clay Birdhouses: This whimsical house for the birds will provide hours of fun and creativity for
the student; and for the birds it will provide a fine home with artistic flair and style! You will learn
how to create a birdhouse by using coils and slabs. Finished pieces will be painted with
underglaze and kiln fired.

Crazy for Camping -  Draw and paint the woodland scenes of a campsite.  What wonderful
animals will you see in the forest, or flying through the starry sky?

Digitize Your Design- Don’t just doodle- digitize your doodle!  Draw patterns, images and
logos on paper, then transport your image to a digital design using our iPad Pros.  Learn to take
your digital image to the next level through changing color, shape and size.

Fabric Mosaic on Canvas - Using pieces of fabric as your mosaic pieces, create a beautiful
mosaic scene on canvas.

Friendly Farm Art: Draw and paint pastoral scenes and the bright eyes of cows and other
friendly farm animals.

Outer Space is the Place (Clay)- How fun it is to create art with Space Exploration in mind?
Galaxies, Astronauts, and exciting Spaceships are all possible subjects for this clay class!

Painting Safari: Children will have fun as they exercise their fine motor skills while they learn
about the wonderful tactile medium of clay. They will learn how to construct African animals
using slabs, coils and pinch pots. Projects will be kiln-fired.

Paper Mache Animal Portraits - Awesome animals brought to life in 3D paper mache.  Create
your pet or a wild animal in relief or 3D.



Silly Seashore in Clay - Using terra cotta clay, students will build and sculpt our seashore
friends.  Starfish, pufferfish, shells, crabs and more will be build using coil and pinch pot
methods.  All clay items will be kiln fired.

Sweet Treats - YUMMY! Have a delicious time drawing and painting the tastiest art around! We
will draw and paint delicious sweet treats like cake or candy or anything sweet and arranged
beautifully and colorfully.

Tapestry for Teens- Using a small table loom, create a beautiful wall hanging.  Various colors
and textures of yarn, thread and fabric weave together to create a one-of-a-kind work of art.
Experiment with the patterns and textures to create your own masterpiece!

World Explorers - Time for an art adventure.  Learn about the art styles and techniques from
around the world in this international extravaganza.  Painting, drawing and mixed media
techniques will be utilized.


